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Abstract
Consider the recognition of planar contours of several moving triangles using pictures taken by camera.
Our new idea is that we take pictures of not only rotated triangles but also image trajectories of circles placed
properly. We apply this method to the recognition of three-dimensional tetrahedrons by showing that each
angle between two face planes is measured only from the circles on face triangles in addition to recognizing
face triangles. The method uses the semi-di'erential invariance for pseudo-perspective projection which can
recognize local 2gures.
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In [2], planar contours are projected to the image plane in camera coordinate frame by pseudo-
perspective projection and from these images, these planar contours are recognized by semi-di'erential
invariant. Although the method can be applied to smooth contours with nonzero curvature almost
everywhere, it is not useful for contours includes lines, since they use information of a8ne arc
lengths, which tend to zero for lines. In the 2rst part of this paper, we improve their method for
smooth contours not only with nonzero curvature but also with lines and it is illustrated by triangles
that our new method of attaching the inscribed circles to contours is applicable to recognition of
contours including lines and corners. On the other hand, in [1], three-dimensional objects with plane
faces are recognized by invariant descriptors. Once objects have been recognized, the angle between
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two planes is obtained and the pose of two planes is known for perspective projection from the
image ellipses of two circles in di'erent planes. In the second part of this paper, in the same way,
the angle between two planes is obtained for pseudo-perspective projection not perspective projection
in [1] from the image ellipses of the inscribed circles, when two triangles belong to di'erent planes.
Using this result, it is shown that tetrahedrons are recognized, if the inscribed circle is attached for
each face triangle.
For reference, the important concepts in this paper are introduced below.
1.1. Making image of the inscribed circle from the image trajectory
In general, moving image has more information than static image. However, it is di8cult to get
e'ective information which suits to recognize the objects by its photos. We assume that it is possible
to make numerically the images of their inscribed circles, by some information, for example, like
the case that the image trajectories of the circles are obtained on some points in rotated triangles.
1.2. Pseudo-perspective projection
Pseudo-perspective projection treats the cases that the change in Z-coordinates of contour points
will be negligible, as in the case that (1) the contour under scrutiny is small compared to the
object-camera distance. (2) The contour is looked upon from almost perpendicularly.
Let t(X; Y; Z) be a point on the planar contour. Let Z-axis of the point be nonpositive. Let x=
( x
y
)
be a point in the image plane for the camera canvas. Then the point in the image plane is x=−fZ
(X
Y
)
.
Here f denotes the focal length of camera which takes the positive value. This is the so-called
perspective projection. For pseudo-perspective projection, −f=Z is assumed to be the constant f=	,
where 	 is a positive value and a distance along Z-axis between the location of camera and the
plane of planar contours. Pseudo-perspective projection is inappropriate in oblique views, since the
denominator value Z has errors by approximating −	. But pseudo-perspective projection is very
good when one observes an object in cases (1) and (2).
2. Eccentric angle
In this section, the invariance of an eccentric angle with respect to a8ne transformations is proved
for the ellipse.
In the textbook [3] of Japanese, the eccentric angle is de2ned as follows
Denition 1. Consider (x; y) plane. Let the center of an ellipse be at origin and let the ellipse y(t)
be expressed by parameter t as
y(t) = P
(
a cos(t)
b sin(t)
)
; P =
(
cos −sin
sin cos
)
;
where a; b are positive constant values and 066 =2. That is, t expresses the angle of the point
q on the circle with radius of semi-major (or minor) axis from semi-major (or minor) axis in counter
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clockwise. The parameter t is called an eccentric angle of the point p on ellipse, where p is projected
from the point q to ellipse along the line which perpendicular to long (or short) axis.
Here the angle of the semi-major (or minor) axis is  measured from x-axis. A semi-major (or
minor) axis lies on a long (or short) axis which has a half length.
From now on, we set y = y(0) which is a vector on the semi-major (or minor) axis and whose
elements are nonnegative.
It is clear that an a8ne transformation maps ellipses onto ellipses, but in order to examine how
to change the eccentric angle, we prepare the following Proposition 1.
Proposition 1. Consider the (x; y) coordinate system and the a5ne transformation determined by
Ax + b, where A is a nonsingular 2 × 2 matrix and b is a two-dimensional constant vector. Let
x() = ( a cosb sin  ) + c be an ellipse, where a; b¿ 0 and c is a two-dimensional constant vector. If
a¿b, the semi-major axis is on x-axis or if a¡b so is the minor axis. Let y() be the image
of the ellipse by the a5ne transformation y() = Ax() + b.
Then there exist a rotation matrix
P =
(
cos −sin
sin cos
)
for 066 2
and a constant value  such that if |A|¿ 0, then the face side of the ellipse is mapped as
y() = aP


cos(−  )√
1
sin(−  )√
2

+ Ac + b for  66  + 2
and if |A|¡ 0, then the reverse side of the ellipse is mapped as
y() = aP


cos(−−  )√
1
sin(−−  )√
2

+ Ac + b for −  66−  + 2:
Here 1 and 2 are positive eigenvalues of (t)−1, where
= A

 1 0
0
b
a

 :
y = aP(
1=
√
1
0 ) is on the semi-major (or minor) axis and whose elements are nonnegative.
Proof. y() = a( cossin  ) + Ac + b. There exist a rotation matrix
P =
(
cos −sin
sin cos
)
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and a diagonal matrix
D =
(
1 0
0 2
)
;
such that D=tP(t)−1P. A rotation angle  is taken as 066 =2. Put V =−1P
√
D
−1
where
√
D
−1
=


1√
1
0
0
1√
2

 ;
and then V is orthogonal matrix expressed as
V =
(
cos  −sin  
sin  cos  
)
if |A|¿ 0
or
V =
(
1 0
0 −1
)(
cos  −sin  
sin  cos  
)
if |A|¡ 0:
Since  = P
√
D
−1tV , we have 
( cos
sin 
)
= P
√
D
−1( cos(− )
sin(− )
)
if |A|¿ 0 and P√D−1( cos(−− )sin(−− ) ) if
|A|¡ 0.
Proposition 1 shows that the eccentric angle of the image ellipse is obtained from the eccentric
angle of the original ellipse by shifting the constant value  . Proposition 1 is rewritten as follows.
In what follows, we use the same notations of Proposition 1.
Theorem 1. We assume that y of the image ellipse and the matrix A of a5ne transformation
are known. Let  be the angle such that A−1y =
( a cos  
b sin  
)
if |A|¿ 0 and A−1y =
( a cos(− )
b sin(− )
)
if
|A|¡ 0.
Then for the eccentric angle  of the input ellipse, the eccentric angle t of the image ellipse is
given as t = −  if |A|¿ 0, and t = 2− −  if |A|¡ 0.
The theorem proves the invariance of the eccentric angle by a8ne transformation. Also it gives that
if |A|¿ 0, the angle of two image points coincides with the angle of two original points measured
by eccentric angle and that if |A|¡ 0, those angle are the same in negative direction.
For recognition of triangles, let us assume that an original triangle has its inscribed circle and the
image of the circle is also known.
Denition 2. An “original tangent point” (resp. “image tangent point”) is de2ned as an intersection
point of the inscribed circle (resp. the image ellipse) and an edge in the original (resp. image)
triangle b0b1b2. (resp. b′0b′1b′2.)
The original (resp. image) tangent point in the edge [bi ; bi+1 (mod 3)] (resp. [b′i ; b′i+1 (mod 3)]) is denoted
as ei (resp. e′i) for i = 0; 1; 2.
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Using the eccentric angle, it is shown that exterior angles at vertices on a triangle are known
from the image tangent points.
Theorem 2. Consider a triangle b0b1b2 with its inscribed circle. Let b0b1b2 is oriented in
counterclockwise as b0; b1 and b2. Then if |A|¿ 0, the exterior angle !i at the vertex bi is given
by the angle from the tangent point e′i−1 (mod 3) to e
′
i measured by the eccentric angle. If |A|¡ 0; !i
is given by the angle from e′i−1 (mod 3) to e
′
i measured in negative direction.
Proof. By the property of inscribed circle, !i is given by the angle from the original tangent point
ei−1 (mod 3) to ei. Therefore, by Theorem 1, we have the theorem.
The invariance of the eccentric angle plays the role of the fundamental principle to the semi-
di'erential invariance in the next section.
3. Invariant value for a"ne transformation
In [2], for the planar contours, they introduced the function J ( ) = I( )="3T. Here I( )=∫ |y − y1 y(1)| d and parameter  is the normalized a8ne arc length:  = "−1T ": " is so called
the a8ne arc length " =
∫
abs(|y(1)y(2)|)1=3 ds and "T is the total length of planar contours by the
a8ne arc length. y1 is one reference point which is 2xed. y(i) denote ith derivative. They proved
that J ( ) is the invariant value for both the original contour and the photographed image contour
i.e., J ( ) is invariant in a8ne transformation of the contours. Therefore, the original contours are
recognized from the invariant value by photographed image without the original information. The
a8ne arc length is useful for smooth contours with nonzero curvature almost everywhere. However
if the contour includes the lines, then we cannot use this method, since "(s)= 0. For example, even
triangles which have line contours ("(s) = 0), cannot be recognized by J ( ). Therefore we need
another method to recognize such contours.
In this paper, it is shown that the original angles of the triangle are reproduced only from the
photographed image without the original information, if we assume that the inscribed circles are
attached to the triangles and we use the invariance of eccentric angle of its inscribed circles under
the a8ne transformation. By these angles, J ( ) is calculated and even triangles are recognized.
A8ne arc length is some kind of arc length which has the value independent of the choice of
parameters. In the following theorem, it is shown that the exterior angles !i at vertices of the original
triangle are obtained, by the a8ne arc length between the image tangent points.
Theorem 3. Let t denote the eccentric angle of the image ellipse. Assume |A|¿ 0 and then the
image ellipse of the circle is given as y(t) = rA
( cos(t+ )
sin(t+ )
)
+ Ac + b. Here  is the angle of the
inverse of the image ellipse’s semi-major(minor) axis. Let cA;r be a function depending on the
transformation A and radius r: cA;r = r2=3(abs |A|)1=3, where abs(x) denotes the absolute value of x.
1. Let a5ne arc length " be de;ned as "=
∫ t
t0
abs | dydt ; d
2y
dt2 |1=3 dt for some initial parameter t0. Then
the a5ne arc length " is given by "=cA;r(t− t0), where t− t0 is the di<erence of eccentric angle.
The total length of a5ne arc length "T is given by cA;r2.
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2. Let  (t) = "="T = (t − t0)=2 for t06 t6 t0 +!i. The ratio  of the a5ne arc length between e′i
and e′i+1 to the total a5ne arc length, determines the ratio of the original exterior angle at the
original vertex bi to the total angle 2 i:e:;  (t1)−  (t0) = !i=2.
Proof.
1.
"= cA;r
∫ t
t0
abs
∣∣∣∣∣
−sin(t − t0) −cos(t − t0)
cos(t − t0) −sin(t − t0)
∣∣∣∣∣
1=3
dt = cA;r(t − t0):
2. It has been shown in Section 2 that !i = t1− t0 i.e., t1− t0 determines the original exterior angle
at original vertex bi.
The points ei=r lie on the unit circle. Consider the triangle which is constructed by connecting the
points ei=r (i= 0; 1; 2). The area between the unit circle and the triangle, is obtained as J ( ) in the
following theorem. J ( ) is invariant value for any A, c; b and r.
Theorem 4. Let t; y(t) be the same in Theorem 3. Let ti and ti+1 be the eccentric angles such
that y(ti) = e′i ; y(ti+1) = e′i+1 (mod 3). Then
1. Let I( ) be two times of the area between image ellipse arc from e′i to y( ) and the segment
[e′i ; y( )] i:e:; I( ) =
∫  
0 |y( )− e′i dy( )=d | d . Then the semi-di<erential invariant is
I( ) = dA;r
{
2 −
∣∣∣∣∣ei − cr ;
(
cos(2 + ti +  )
sin(2 + ti +  )
)∣∣∣∣∣
}
for 06  6!i=2, where dA;r = r2|A|.
2. Put J ( ) = I( − %i)="3T for %i6  6 %i+1 where %0 = 0; %1 = !1=2; %2 = (!1 + !2)=2; %3 =
(!1 + !2 + !3)=2. Then J ( ) is the invariant function independent for any A:
J ( ) =
1
(2)3
{
2( − %i)−
∣∣∣∣∣ei − cr ;
(
cos(2( − %i) + ti +  )
sin(2( − %i) + ti +  )
)∣∣∣∣∣
}
for %i6  6 %i+1. Here ( cos(ti+ )sin(ti+ ) ) = ei=r.
Proof. 1. By e′1 − b= A(ei − c),
I( ) = dA;r
∫  
0
(∣∣∣∣∣
(
cos(ti +  ) − sin(ti +  )
sin(ti +  ) cos(ti +  )
)∣∣∣∣∣−
∣∣∣∣∣ei − cr ;
(−sin(ti +  )
cos(ti +  )
)∣∣∣∣∣
)
d 
= dA;r
{
2 −
∣∣∣∣∣ei − cr ;
(
cos(2 + ti +  )
sin(2 + ti +  )
)
−
(
cos(ti +  )
sin(ti +  )
)∣∣∣∣∣
}
:
Since
( cos(ti+ )
sin(ti+ )
)
= (A−1e′i − b)=r = (ei − c)=r, we have
I( ) = dA;r
{
2 −
∣∣∣∣∣ei − cr ;
(
cos(2 + t0 +  )
sin(2 + ti +  )
)∣∣∣∣∣
}
:
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4. Pose of face planes for tetrahedrons
Let faces of a tetrahedron have inscribed circles. It has been shown in the previous section that
angles of the face triangles are known from the image ellipses of their inscribed circles. Therefore,
the tetrahedron is recognized, if two ellipse images in two faces are taken by camera. In this section,
clarifying the pseudo-perspective projection, it is shown that an angle between two planes is obtained
by the image ellipse.
For numerical computation, it is necessary to give explicit assumptions and a computation method.
Proposition 2 gives our assumption.
Proposition 2. To recognize a tetrahedron, which is orientable, we need to know the orientation
of the projection image of each face.
Assumptions:
1. Let the coordinate system (X; Y; Z) is taken such that the image plane is the space (X; Y;−f): i:e:,
we consider the projection to (X; Y ) space.
2. Let the face triangle is on the plane (X; Y; h1X + h2Y − 	), where h1; h2 and 	¿ 0 are constant
values.
3. Let u1; u2 and n be a normalized orthogonal base with origin at t(0; 0;−	), and with u1 and u2
on the plane (X; Y; h1X + h2Y − 	). We set
u1 =
1√
1 + h21
t(1; 0; h1); u2 =
1√
h21 + h
2
2 + 1
t
(
−h1h2√
1 + h21
;
√
1 + h21;
h2√
1 + h21
)
;
n =
1√
h21 + h
2
2 + 1
(−h1;−h2; 1); or u1 = 1√
1 + h21
t(1; 0; h1);
u2 =
1√
h21 + h
2
2 + 1
t
(
h1h2√
1 + h21
;−
√
1 + h21;
−h2√
1 + h21
)
; n =
1√
h21 + h
2
2 + 1
(h1; h2;−1);
so as u1; u2 and n become the so-called right-handed coordinate system for the orientable face
triangle,
Then
1. Put
( v1
v2
)
by (v1; v2)
( u1
u2
)
=(X; Y; Z + 	) which is the coordinate system in the original plane with
respect to ui ; (i = 1; 2). Then the matrix such that
(X
Y
)
= A
( v1
v2
)
is expressed as
A= As =


1√
1 + h21
−h1h2√
1 + h21 + h
2
2
√
1 + h21
0
√
1 + h21√
1 + h21 + h
2
2


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with
|As|¿ 0 if n = 1√
h21 + h
2
2 + 1
(−h1;−h2; 1)
and
A= Ar = As
(
1 0
0 −1
)
=


1√
1 + h21
h1h2√
1 + h21 + h
2
2
√
1 + h21
0
−
√
1 + h21√
1 + h21 + h
2
2


with
|Ar|¡ 0 if n = 1√
h21 + h
2
2 + 1
(h1; h2;−1):
In the following, we use the same notation of Proposition 2.
Denition 3. A pseudo-perspective projection is de2ned by a mapping from a point in the coordinate
system
( v1
v2
)
with respect to {u1; u2} into its image point Nx expressed in the coordinate system
(X
Y
)
i.e., an a8ne mapping given as Nx = A˜
( v1
v2
)
, where matrix A˜ is given depending on normal vectors
for original plane: A˜= (f=	)As or A˜= (f=	)Ar .
Eigen values of a symmetric matrix are determined by the rotation matrix within 066 =2 as
shown in the following proposition.
Proposition 3. Let
A=
(
u h
h v
)
:
Then there exists
P =
(
cos −sin
sin cos
)
with 066 =2 such that tPAP = D where
D =
(
1 0
0 2
)
:
Further tan 2= 2h=(u− v) and 1 − 2 = [(4h2 + (u− v)2)=2h] sin 2.
Proof. Let u′; h′; v′ be
tP
(
u h
h v
)
P =
(
u′ h′
h′ v′
)
:
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Then u′=u cos2 +h sin 2+v sin2 ; h′=h cos 2−[(u−v)=2] sin 2 and v′=u sin2 −h sin 2+
v cos2 . If h′ = 0, we have tan 2= 2h=(u − v) and 1 = u′ and 2 = v′. Also 1 − 2 = u′ − v′ =
2h sin 2+ (u− v) cos 2= {[4h2 + (u− v)2]=2h} sin 2.
Next corollary gives eigenvalues of (A˜tA˜)−1 and explicit lengths of semi-major and minor axes
of the image ellipse by the pseudo-perspective projection.
Corollary 1. Let the inscribed circle of the face triangle be expressed by
( v1
v2
)
coordinate as x()=
r
( cos
sin 
)
+ c. Consider the image ellipse y() = rA˜
( cos
sin 
)
+ A˜c, where A˜ be given as A˜ = (f=	)A.
Then,
1. if h1h2 ¡ 0; y = la
( cos
sin
)
with its length la = fr=	 is on the semi-major axis and sa
(−sin
cos
)
with its length sa = fr=	
√
1 + h21 + h
2
2 is on the semi-minor axis.
2. if h1h2 ¿ 0; y = la
(−sin
cos
)
is on the semi-major axis and sa
( cos
sin
)
is on the semi-minor axis.
Proof. The eigenvalues of both (AtsAs)
−1 and (AtrAr)−1 are 1 and 1 + h21 + h22, since
(AtsAs)
−1 = (AtrAr)
−1 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
+
(
h1
h2
)
(h1; h2):
By the above proposition, if h1h2 ¿ 0, then 1 = 1+ h21 + h
2
2 and 2 = 1 and if h1h2 ¡ 0, then 1 = 1
and 2 = 1 + h21 + h
2
2.
Applying Proposition 1, if |A|¿ 0, it holds that
y() =
fr
	


cos(−  )√
1
sin(−  )√
2

+ A˜c
and when =  or =  + =2; y() is on the semi-major or minor axis, respectively. Similarly
if |A|¡ 0, it holds that
y() =
fr
	


cos(−−  )√
1
sin(−−  )√
2

+ A˜c
and when =− or =− − =2; y() is on the semi-major or minor axis, respectively.
The normal vector n of the original plane is known even if the radius of the inscribed circle is
not known by the following theorem. The normal vector depends only on the direction of the major
axis and ratio of their semi-major and minor axes of the image ellipse.
Put b =
( cos
sin
)
and b+=2 =
(−sin
cos
)
.
Theorem 5. Let la; sa be lengths of the semi-major and minor axes for the image ellipse,
respectively. Put sq =
√
l2a=s2a − 1. Let  be the angle of the semi-major (or minor) axis
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satisfying 066 =2. Then if  is the angle of the semi-minor (resp. major) axis, two so-
lutions are obtained as
( h1
h2
)
=±bsq (resp.
( h1
h2
)
=±b+=2sq).
Proof. Case h1h2 ¿ 0 is separated into two cases: (1) h1 ¿ 0 and h2 ¿ 0; (2) h1 ¡ 0 and h2 ¡ 0.
The both cases (1) and (2) express the same ellipse, since (AtsAs)
−1 and (AtrAr)−1 do not change.
Therefore two solutions are considered in the case h1h2 ¿ 0. By Corollary 1, we have sab is on
the semi-minor axis of the image ellipse. It holds that h21 +h
2
2 = s
2
q, since sa= rf=	
√
1 + h21 + h
2
2 and
la = fr=	.
By the invariance of eccentric angles and by tbb+=2 = 0, one sees that ltab+=2(A
tA)−1sab =
0; tb+=2
( h1
h2
)
(h1; h2)b=0, i.e., tb+=2
( h1
h2
)
=0 or tb
( h1
h2
)
=0. By h21+h
2
2=s
2
q, we have (
h1
h2
)=±bsq
or ( h1h2 ) =±b+(=2)sq .
The case h1h2 ¡ 0 is proved similarly.
Next let us discuss angles of tetrahedrons. Consider two planes Z = th(i)
(X
Y
)− 	i for i= 1; 2 and
each of which includes the face triangle bi1bi2bi3. Let n(i) be two normals for i = 1; 2. Each of
which is normal to each plane Z = th(i)(XY ) − 	i, where h(i) is a vector for the plane such that
h(i) =
( h1(i)
h2(i)
)
.
Depending on orientations of two face triangles, it is necessary to consider three cases determined
by directions of normal vectors for these triangles:
(+) n(1) =
1√
th(1)h(1) + 1
(−h(1)
1
)
; n(2) =
1√
th(2)h(2) + 1
(−h(2)
1
)
;
(%) n(1) =
1√
th(1)h(1) + 1
(−h(1)
1
)
; n(2) =
1√
th(2)h(2) + 1
(
h(2)
−1
)
;
(,) n(1) =
1√
th(1)h(1) + 1
(
h(1)
−1
)
; n(2) =
1√
th(2)h(2) + 1
(
h(2)
−1
)
:
Proposition 4. The angle formed by the normal vectors of n(1) and n(2) is
(+)(,) “n(1)n(2) = cos−1
th(1)h(2) + 1√
th(1)h(1) + 1
√
th(2)h(2) + 1
;
(%) “n(1)n(2) = − cos−1
th(1)h(2) + 1√
th(1)h(1) + 1
√
th(2)h(2) + 1
:
Proof. For 06 x6 1; cos−1(−x) = − cos−1 x.
In [1], the angle of two planes is obtained for perspective projection. The next theorem shows
that the angle between two planes is obtained by the two image ellipses for pseudo-perspective
projection.
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Theorem 6. Consider the image ellipses by the transformation A˜ of their inscribed circles of the
triangles. For the image ellipses, let the angles 06(i)6 =2 formed by the semi-major axis
(or minor axis) and X axis. Further let l(i); s(i) be the lengths of the semi-major and minor
axes. Then the angle formed by the normal vectors n(1) and n(2) is determined independently of
	i, where 	i are the distance between location of the camera and image planes measured along
Z-axis. Put b =
( cos
sin
)
; b+=2 =
(−sin
cos
)
and sq(i) =
√
l(i)2=s(i)2 − 1.
1. If {h(1); h(2)} = {b(1)sq(1); b(2)sq(2)}; {−b(1)sq(1);−b(2)sq(2)}; {−b+=2(1)sq(1);
−b+=2(2)sq(2)} and {b+=2(1)sq(1); b+=2(2)sq(2)},
“n(1)n(2) = cos−1
{
a(1; 2) cos((2)−(1)) + sq(1)sq(2)
l(1)l(2)
}
;
where a(1; 2) =
√
l(1)2 − s(1)2
√
l(2)2 − s(2)2.
2. If {h(1); h(2)} = {b(1)sq(1);−b(2)sq(2)}; {−b(1)sq(1); b(2)sq(2)}; {−b+=2(1)sq(1);
b+=2(2)sq(2)} and {b+=2(1)sq(1);−b+=2(2)sq(2)},
“n(1)n(2) = cos−1
{−a(1; 2) cos((2)−(1)) + sq(1)sq(2)
l(1)l(2)
}
:
3. If {h(1); h(2)}={b(1)sq(1);−b+=2(2)sq(2)}; {−b(1)sq(1); b+=2(2)sq(2)}; {−b+=2(1)sq(1);
b(2)sq(2)} and {b+=2(1)sq(1);−b(2)sq(2)},
“n(1)n(2) = cos−1
{
a(1; 2) sin((2)−(1)) + sq(1)sq(2)
l(1)l(2)
}
:
Proof. Substituting h(1) =
( cos(1)
sin(1)
)
sq(1) into
“n(1)n(2) = cos−1
{
th(1)h(2) + 1√
th(1)h(1) + 1
√
th(2)h(2) + 1
}
we have
“n(1)n(2) = cos−1
{
a(1; 2) cos((2)−(1)) + sq(1)sq(2)
l(1)l(2)
}
:
5. Conclusion
For recognition of moving triangles, it is required to catch two of original angles at vertices
by simple and fast computation from information of photo. This semi-invariant method for the
pseudo-perspective projection is excellent to know a local 2gure by very simple computation. The
a8ne transformation of the pseudo-perspective projection is linear, which 2ts to fast computation
compared to complex nonlinear mapping of the perspective projection. The future problems are (1)
to consider iteration system, which improve the error by approximating the perspective projection
using a8ne transformation and (2) how to apply this method to general contours which include lines
and corners.
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